
If you think the property that you live or work in many have non-compliant Fire doors, follow our
helpful guide and report any findings to your property manager or responsible person.

You could save a life.

CERTIFICATE GAPS HINGES SEALS CLOSING

Check hinges are
firmly fixed with
no missing or
broken screws.

There should be
at least 3 hinges
in place per door

Check for the doors
intumescent strips
all around either
the door or frame.

Check to ensure
there are no breaks
or sign of damage

Check that the door
closes with ease and
 returns FULLY to
the closed position.

There should be no
dragging on the floor
or frame.

Check the gaps
Around the door
Sides, top and
Bottom.

Gaps at top and
Sides should not
exceed 3mm where
the bottom of the
door is allowed up
to 8mm.

No light should be
Visible under the
door.

Check that the
correct certificate
is present on the
door.

This can be found
on the top of the
door and with
Some makes on
the side.

Without it you
Cannot verify that
It is a proper Fire
Door.

Smoke and Fire
could travel and
spread through
any oversized gaps.

These hinges are
needed to ensure
that the door can
still function in
the intense heat
of a fire

Fire doors only
Work when they’re
Closed.

Open Fire doors are
completely useless

These seals expand
in a fire scenario and
help greatly with
preventing Fire and
smoke from getting
through.

Use your phones
Selfie Camera to
Check the top of
the door.

Use a £1 coin to
Check the gaps as
These are approx
3mm in depth.

Simply open the
door and have a
look at the hinges
in place

Simply open the
door and have a
look at the sides
and frame.

Open the door
halfway and let go.

The door should
return to the
closed  position
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